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I regret that Mre Berle's memorandum was not 
enclosed with my letter of June 19th, and I enclose it here-
witho In response to your request for the conunent resulting 
from my detailed study of the proposed proxy regulations, 
you will find it below.. Th:t.s is, as you state, sent with 

the understanding that the submission of these comments 
should not be understood as an approval of the issuance of 

further Rules, excepting as indicated in my letter of the 19tho 

If the form of this comment seems dogmatic, it 
is only so to avoid the constant repetition of explanatory or 
apologetic phrases, and I am sure that you know that you can 

rely upon my respect for your opinions, whether or not in par

ticular cases mine may differo 

RULE LAl: 

There is no objection to any definition in this Rule, ex
cept to the extent that it may be possible that the matter in 
subsequent Rules suggested for deletion might l'ender a particu
lar definition unnecessary. 

RULE LA2: 

There is no objection to Paragraph (a)o 

Paragraph (b): 

It is not clear to me U~d~hat circumstances a person 
./ 
r 
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would solicit proxies i 

of record <> 

fear that others may 
this .. 
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of securities carried in his 
in his name" relates to the date 

objection is merely due to the 
not understand the meaning of 

In regard to the exception reading "if no commission or 
remuneration is paid to such person, directly or indirectly, 
for such solicitation", I do not see what bearing upon the 
matter the payment of a commission for solicitation can have. 
Such a payment, under a.ny circumstances that I can think of, 
unless extravagant as to amount, appears wholly ethical, and 
the question as to whether or not the commission is paid 
should have no bearing upon whether or not the rules are ap
plicable .. 

Paragraph (c): 

No objection. 

Paragraph (d}: () " ~ . 
J- h?-ff'~#,(J-- I./f/Vl4, J~,tfj' tt-~C:-4 

I do not understand the la guage of this, and others may 
have like difficulty. How the solicitation of a proxy be 
evidenced by a certificate or by a registered secur-
ity? \ 

Paragraph (e): 

No objection. 

RULE LA3: 

SECTION (A): 

Paragraph (1): 

No objection. 

Paragra:eh (2): 

No objectiono 
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SECTION (B): 

The information demanded by this Section seems immaterial 
and to have no bearing upon whether or not a stockholder would 
wish to sign the proxy,. To the extent that it is immaterial, 
it is confuSing, and tends to make it more difficult for the 
stockholder to reach a wise decisiono If there be dissent 
from this view, it is still submitted that the names of the 
persons by whom compensation has been or is to be paid are 
totally imma.terial and therefore confusing,. 

SECT ION (C): 

Paragraph (413.): 

No objectiono 

ParagraEh (4b): 

No objectiono 

Paragra;g~ (4c): 

No objectiono 

Paragraph (513.): 

No objectiono 

Paragraph (5b): 

The amount of securities of any. class held by a solicitor 
of proxies other than the issuer or management does not seem 
to have any possible bearing upon the willingness of the stock
holders solicited to sign or to refuse to sign the proxyo If 
it does have any influence, it should not, inasmuch as such 
questions should be determined upon logical grounds onlYe This 
paragraph seems not only harmful because in any event it is im

material and therefore confUSing, as so much surplus matter, 

but it may be more directly harmful if any attention is paid 
to it by the recipient o 
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Paragraph (5c): 

No objectiono 

SECTION (D}: 

Paragraph (6a 1: 

No objection. 

Paragraph (6b): 

I do not think this should be required. The right of nom
ination should be left open as long as possible, and persons 
exercising the proxy, even if originally in favor of a particu
lar candidate or set of candidates, should be free to change 
their minds o 

Paragraph ~6c)(1) and (2): 

If the names of the candidates for the respective offices 
are omitted, then of course paragraph (6c)(1) and paragraph 
(6C)(2) would necessarily be omitted likewise e Upon the as
sumption that the names of candidates will be required in spite 
of what seem to me to be the strong objections thereto, I would 
still suggest that Section (6c)(1) be omitted as having no 
proper bearing upon the action of the stockholder, being an un
warranted intrusion upon the private affairs of the candidate 
and as being directly harmful to the stockholder on two grounds, 
(a) it is questionable whether the average stockholder has the 
broad information as to responsibili'ties of those in conduct of 
large bUSinesses to be otherwise than misled to his detriment 
by the information if received by him, and (b) that it tends 
to prevent responsible candidates from seeking re-election. 

Paragraph (6c)(2}: 

This information appears to be utterly immaterial, and it 
does not seem possible to see how its possession could influence 

the action of the stockholdero It will be confusing and to that 
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extent will be harmfulo It is also harmful in that it will tend 
to prevent men of ability and with a sense of personal dignity 
from being candidateso 

Paragraph (6c)(31: 

This information appears entirely immaterial and will have 
no effect upon the stockholder's decision excepting to confuse 
him with the quantity of irrelevant mattero 

Paragraph (6c)(4): 

This information would be entirely immaterial excepting 
that it might possibly cause some stockholder to feel that 
the statement of the connection of the candidate with any 
principal underwriter was a reason against his selection, in 
which case the action of the st,ockholder would be apt to be 
adverse to his own lnteresto 

Paragraph (6c)(5): 

This appears to be of no possible value to the stockholder 
but of potential harmfulness, for the same reasons as those 
given in the discussion of the other subdivisions of this para
graph. 

All of the provisions of paragraph (6c) Will, I believe, 
be seriously harmful, and I can conceive no possible benefit to 
anyone under any circumstances from the inclusion of this inform
ation~ I urge its re-examination with a view to its entire de
letion. There seems to be nothing in it that will belp the stock
holder to ·cb.bose···'h-:tS~I!ep.r.esentatives wisely, and much that will 

--. -* •• -.' .•.• - . - •... • .-_.-

tend to prevent this& 

Pal:'agraph (7a)( 1) : 

There is no objection to this as regardS the identification 
of any class of persons eligible to participate in a plan provid
ing for remuneration or compensationo There is, however, strong 
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objection to giving any identification of individuals eligible 
to participate in such a plan. If the entire personnel is to 
participate, such a statement is sufficient. If less than the 
entire personnel is to participate, disclosure of identities 
will cause, as it has already caused, if I am correctly informed, 
in many cases, dissension within the organization, leading to 
lower efficiency without compensating advantage9 

Paragraph (7a)(2): 

No objection. 

No objection, but no real advantage, so that on the whole 
it would appear to be better out than in. 

Paragraph (1a)(4): 

No objection. 

Paragraph (7a)(5): 

No objectiono 

Paragraph (7a)(6): 

This seems to be unnecessary detail of no advantage to the 
stoclcholder but apt to be confuSing to him, and therefore to that 
extent harmful. 

Paragraph (7b)(1) to (5), inclusive: 

This paragraph and all of its sub-paragraphs seem to be en
tirely harmful and of no conceivable advantage to the stockholder. 
Commenting in detail upon the sub-paragraphs: 

Paragraph (7b)(l): 

This is objectionable for the same reasons as paragraph (7a)(1). 

Paragraph (7b)(2): 

This is harmful for the same reasons given in the comment upon 
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This appears utterly immaterial» of no conceivable advan
tage to the stockholder~ and therefore of necessity confusing 
and harmful. 

Paragraph (7b)(4}: 

The pertinent informa.tion required by this paragraph is 
all'eady required under pa,ragraph (7a)( 2) 1 and a statement of 
the effect of the plan upon indivi.duals may be harmful for 
the reasons given in the conunent upon (7a)(1)0 

This is subject to the same objections as other paragraphs 
requiring disclosure of compensation paid to individuals. Theo
l~eticall y, of course, the owner of a propel'ty 1s ent i tIed to 
know the compensation lfJhlch he pays to those whom he has dele
gated to manage it fOl' himo Pra.ctically, it is believed that 
the matter can not be wisely handled otherwise than through the 
process of selecting representatives carefully and trusting them 
fully unless the results obta.ined are unsatiSfactory in view of 
prevailing condltions. 

No objectiono 

No objection 0 

Para,grap!1 {9~.: 

,This 1s objectionable only to the extent that it is un
necessary» adds to the number of words in the proxy statement, 
and therefore makes the thing as a whole more difficult to un-
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derstando 

Paragrap~9c) : 

I think that this w11l often be impracticable for the I'eason 
that the information will not be ava.ilable at the time that the 
question of authorization or of issuance is before the stockholders. 
In any event:; it would seem that the paragraph should distinguish 
between an incr'ease in the total authorized amount of securities 
requiring additiona.l a(~tion before issuance and authorization for 
the present issuance of securities o In the latter case a brief 
statement of the general reason for the contemplated issuance, 
without description of the transaction or the nature and amount 
of the consj_derati.on to be received I would be of some advantage. 

ParaSFaph l2§1: 

No objection. 

There is no objection and vel'Y little advantage to thiS, 
in so far as the financial statements of the issuer are con
cerned. In so far as information as to the security holdings 
of its directors and officers should be set forth, this appears 
to be entirely immaterial as bearing upon the author'ization or 
issuance of additional securities, and thus by the unnecessary 
amount of printed ma.tter to tend to confuse the stockholder and 
to prevent his wise action upon the proxyG 

No objection. 

Paragraph (lObl: 

No objection .. 

Paragrap~2..£l: 

No objection. 
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Paragraph (lOd ).: 

No objection. 

Paragra;eh ~ 10e) : 

No objectiono 

Paragraph (lOf}: 

Information as to the security holdings of directors and 
officers should be omitted for the same reasons as those given 
in the comment upon paI'agraph (ge) above. 

Paragraph (lOg): 

No objectione 

Paragraph (ll)(opening statement): 

It is believed that in a majority of all cases directors 
act in the first instance upon plans involving the acquisition 
of another business a.nd plans involving the acquisition of 
securities of any other issuer, and that in some instances the 
directo~s take initial action as to the acquisition by a class 
of securj.ty holders of the issuer of securities of any other 
issuer. It would appeal' that to the extent that directors have 
the power within the law to accomplish these purposes the ob
servance of any onerous conditions as to information to be 
given in the proxy statement may tend to keep directors from 
referring to stockholders ma.tters which might otherwise be so 
referred e Comments upon the sub-paragraphs should be consid
ered in the light of this possibilitY.; 

No objectiono 

Paragraph (l1b): 

Omit information as to the secul'ity holdings of directors 
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and officers for reasons set forth 1n comment upon paragraph (ge). 

Paragraph llle)(l): 

No object1ono 

Paragraph {11c)(2)~ 

No objection. 

Paragraph (11c)(2~: 

It is believed that more often than otherwise it will be 
impossible to secure financial statements of businesses to be 
acquired in the detail required by regulations which have been 
issued pursuant to Section 13 of the Act, and it is known that 
in many instances it is impossible to secure any financial 
statements whatsoever in regard to properties to be acquired 
and as to which there is no reasonable room for doubt as to 
the advisability of the acquisition. Moreover, the inclusion 
of lengthy financial statements would appear to be likely to 
tend to confuse the stockholder when considered in connection 
with the mass of other information required. It is suggested 
that this requirement be modified so as to require, when 
available" a condensed balance sheet and income statement for 
the last fiscal year of the person whose business or secur~ 
ities are to be acquired. Although full reports can more 
easily be obtained in the event of merger" it is still felt 
that condensed financial statements would be more advantageous 
even for this purpose. 

Paragraph (11c)(4): 

No objection. 

Paragraph (lld): 

No objection. 

Paragraph (12): 

The only objection to this paragraph as a whole is that 
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any requirements for a statement on the subject in the proxy 
statement will tend to make directors refrain from presenting 
such plans to stockholders for approval.. Ordinarily this would 
be quite all right, but occasionally there may be an exception. 
paragraph (12) as a whole would probably better be left out, 
but if put in there is no specific objection to any of its sub
paragraphs., 

Par'agraph (13a): 

This paragraph is objectionable or unobjectionable to the 
same extent as indicated in the specific comment above upon 
paragraphs (6) to (12) of this Section. 

Paragraph ~14a): 

No objection .. 

Paragraph (14bl: 

The appropriateness of this sub-paragraph is governed by 
the same considerations as the foregoing comment on the appro
priate item or items of this Rule. 

SECTION (E): 

~graph (15): 

In view of the comments made in regard to Rule LA5, it is 
suggested that this paragraph be stricken. 

RULE LA4: 

Paragraph (A): 

No objectiono 

Paragraph (B): 

No objection" 
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Paragraph ( C) : 

No objection. 

Paragraph (~: 

This paragraph is objectionable to the same extent as the 
applicable items of Section (D) of Rule LA3 have been found ob-
jectionableo 

RULE LA5: 

This Rule is good as far as it goes, but I think it should 
go further, to the extent of requiring that the proxy should 
contain a statement to the effect that it is void and of no 
effect as a whole if the holders of the proxy fail to take 
action as directed in ffily specific instance. If paragraph (15) 
of Section (E) of Rule LA3 is deleted as suggested, provision 
should be made here for a statement of action intended to be 
taken by holders of the proxy in exercise of authority given 
in case no specification as to action shall be made. This Rule 
seems to cover the only matter as to which there is any urgency 
that there should be Rules regulating the form and use of prox
ieso I think that in any event such a provision, if lawful, 
should be included a.nd I believe that, if included, all of the 
proposed Rules, from LAI to LAIO, may be advantageously omitted, 
leaving to the laws of the various States the determination of 
the matters which must be referred to stockholders for actioDo 
The only real abuse that I have seen of the proxy situation is 
the expense and difficulty to which a stockholder is put if he 
wishes to vote in opposition to the desires of the management 
or other parties soliciting the proxy in making his dissent ef
fective. 

RULE LA6: 

No objection. 

RULE LA7: 
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Paragl'al?h (AH!l: 

No objectiono 

Paragraph (A)(2): 

No objection" 

Paragraph ~A}121: 

No objection .. 

Paragraph (BJ: 

No objection" 

Paragraph (0): 

No objection. 

Paragraph (D) : 

No objection .. 

Paragraph (El: 

No objection" 

RULE LA8: 

No objection o 

RULE LA9,: 

There is no objection to any of the provisions of this 
Rule, but it is doubtful if there is any necessj.ty for the 
Rule if Rule LA5, amended and strengthened as suggested, and 
as much further as may be practicable, is promulgated .. 

RULE LAIO: 

If the amendment suggested to Rule LA5 is ado'pted, invalid

ating the proxy as a whole in case of failure of the holders of 
proxies to vote as directed, an exception should be made in this 
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Rule permitting invalidation in such case or providing that 
nothing in the Rule shall prevent the invalidation of a proxy 
for failure of the holders of the proxies to vote as directed 
in Rule LA5 .. 

Yours very truly, 

JMBH-K 

~IUN 26 \'j~l 
oor.l(ET MAIL & FILFS 


